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Abstract This paper deals with a simplified version 
of the Evolving Takagi-Sugeno (eTS) learning 
algorithm – a computationally efficient procedure for 
on-line learning TS type fuzzy models.  It combines 
the concept of the scatter as a measure of data 
density and summarization ability of the TS rules, the 
use of Cauchy type antecedent membership 
functions, an aging indicator characterizing the 
stationarity of the rules, and a recursive least square 
algorithm to dynamically learn the structure and 
parameters of the eTS model.   
I. INTRODUCTION
Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy models are a well 
established tool for dealing with complex systems 
experiencing multiple operating modes.  Most of the 
research in the area of learning TS models has been 
focused on off-line identification methods.  Among 
those are methods based on back-propagation and multi-
layer perceptron [7], learning vector quantization and 
radial-basis functions [10], genetic algorithms [1,12], 
combined clustering the input data space and consequent 
parameters estimation [7, 15].  Recently, the problem of 
on-line learning TS models has also been addressed in 
conjunction with model identification [2, 9], control [1, 
8], fault detection [11], and signal processing [9]. The 
problem of structure (adaptation of the number of rules) 
and parameter (adaptation of antecedent and consequent 
model parameters) identification have been introduced in 
the framework of evolving connectionists models [9] and 
evolving TS (eTS) models [1, 2], and further extended to 
the MIMO case in [4]. The eTS model is a TS fuzzy 
model whose rule-base and parameters continually 
evolve by adding new rules with more summarization 
power, and by modifying existing rules and parameters. 
The eTS learning algorithm [4] is based on a recursive 
evaluation of the information potential of the new data 
points and the focal points of the rules.  The algorithm 
continuously evaluates the relationship between those 
potentials and dynamically updates the number of rules 
and their antecedent parameters. This process is 
combined with recursive updating of the consequent 
parameters. 
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In this paper we propose a simplified version of the 
eTS learning algorithm, called the simpl_eTS.
Complexity of the original eTS learning method [2] is 
significantly reduced by replacing the notion of the 
information potential with the concept of the scatter that 
provides a similar but computationally effective 
characteristic of the density of input/output data.  We 
further replace the Gaussian exponential membership 
functions of the rule antecedents with a Cauchy type 
function. We also introduce of the concept of 
rules/clusters age determined by the relative time of 
appearance of the data samples that belong to a 
particular rule/cluster to improve the ability of the 
algorithm to deal with non-stationary models.  We also 
present results of testing the simpl_eTS algorithm with 
Box-Jenkins gas-furnace data [6]. 
II. SIMPLIFIED EVOLVING TS FUZZY MODEL
The simpl_eTS algorithm deals with TS models [13]: 
 i: IF (x1 is i1 ) AND … AND (xn is 
i
n )    
THEN (yi= iTex S )   i=1,2,...,R     (1) 
where i denotes the ith fuzzy rule; R is the number of 
fuzzy rules; ex is the extended input 
vector, TTe xx ],1[ ,which is formed by appending the 
input vector Tnxxxx ],...,,[ 21 with 1 (allowing a free 
parameter); i
j denotes the antecedent fuzzy sets, 
j=1,2,...,n; yi denotes the multidimensional vector output 
of the ith linear sub-system, ],...,,[ 21
i
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 are its parameters. 
At the heart of the TS method for fuzzy modeling is the 
segmentation of the data space into fuzzily defined 
regions. The fuzzy regions are parameterized and each 
region is associated with a linear sub-system. As a result, 
the nonlinear system forms a collection of loosely 
(fuzzily) coupled (blended) multiple linear models. The 
degree of firing of each rule is proportional to the level 
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of contribution of the corresponding linear model to the 
overall output of the TS model. 
Instead of the conventionally used Gaussian 
membership functions we consider the so called Cauchy 

































where r is a positive constant, which defines the zone of 
influence of the ith fuzzy rule antecedent ; *i
jx is the j
th
coordinate of the focal point of the ith  rule. 
The radius r is one of the few parameters of the 
algorithm, which needs to be pre-defined. Its value is an 
important leverage for a trade-off between the model 
complexity and precision. As a general guideline, 
excessively large values of r lead to averaging, 
excessively small - to over-fitting.  Our preference for 
the Cauchy type function, which is a first order Taylor 
series approximation of the Gaussian function, is based 
on its simpler calculation, especially in real time 
implementations. 
The TS model output is calculated by weighted 



















)(/)()( PPO  is the 
normalized firing level of the ith rule; 
The output can be represented in a vector form as:  
T\ Ty               (4) 
where > @TTRTT )(,...,)(,)( 21 SSST  is a vector 







21 OOO\  is a vector of the inputs that 
are weighted by the normalized firing levels of the rules. 
As we mentioned above, the procedure for clustering 
the input/output data into fuzzy regions, each of which is 
represented by a linear model, is the kernel of the eTS 
learning algorithm.  The on-line clustering procedure of 
the simpl_eTS models is based on the notion of the 
scatter of the data points rather than the potential.  We 
define global scatter as the average distance from a data 





















))((     (5) 
where  )(kzSGk denotes the global scatter at the data 
sample Tkykxkz )](),([)(  ; mnRkz )( at time k=2,3,…,N.   
The scatter is as intuitive as the potential, but is 
computationally more efficient. Note that the division is 
over integer numbers (N, n and m), which can be 
realized effectively on hardware using shifting registers, 
while the expression for the potential involves a division 
by a real number. 
The range of possible values of the scatter measured at 
certain sample is obviously [0;1] with 0 meaning all of 
the data samples coincide (which is extremely 
improbable) and 1 meaning that all of the data points are 
on the vertices of the hypercube formed as a result of the 
normalization of the data. 
In a similar way as the potential is used in subtractive 
clustering approach off-line [7, 15] and on-line evolving 
clustering [2] the scatter can be used to select the focal 
points of fuzzy rules/centers of clusters when the scatter
is minimum.  
We call population the number of data samples which 
are ‘assigned’ to a cluster/rule. We denote the population
of the ith cluster rule/cluster at the time instant k
by )(kNi . Once the focal points of the rules are 
determined each data sample is ‘assigned’ to the nearest 
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In the latter case the population of the newly formed rule 
is set to 1: 1)(  kNR . It should be noted that each data 
sample is assigned to one cluster/rule only and thus the 








)(              (7) 
We introduce the notion of the local scatter as the
average distance from a data sample to the data samples


























where ))(( kzSLk denotes the local scatter at the data 
sample z(k) calculated at time k=2,3,…,N.
III. ON-LINE LEARNING OF THE SIMPL_E TS MODEL
In on-line mode, the training data are collected 
continuously, rather than being a fixed set. On-line
learning of the simpl_eTS models includes recursive
clustering under assumption of a gradual change of the 
rule-base and RLS method [5]. The RLS method for 
estimation of the consequents parameters can be used, 
because once the antecedent parameters are determined 
and fixed, the model is linear in parameters [2].   
An important step in the practical implementation of 
the algorithm is the on-line standardization of the 
input/output data. While this task is an ordinary step in a 
batch type learning process (i.e. subtraction of the mean 
and normalization over the standard deviation), its 
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practical realization in on-line environment requires 
some additional efforts.   
In order to standardize the data we recursively 
estimate the mean )(kzj  and the variance )(
2 kjV  for each 























 VV (12) 
with initial values 0)1(  jz  and 0)1(
2  jV .
Then the standardized input/output value is: 
      )(/)()()( kkzkzkz jjjst V       (13) 
Since the standard deviation is zero for k=1, the 
recursive normalization process starts at the second step, 
therefore we miss the first observation if we apply this 
standardization procedure and the first standardized 
input/output data is calculated from the second actual 
sample.  In order to simplify the notations we assume in 
the next steps of the actual simpl_eTS that the 
input/output vector z has been already standardized. 
The actual learning algorithm starts (stage 1) with the 
first standardized data sample that establishes the focal 
point of the first cluster (i=1). Its coordinates are used to 
form the antecedent part of the fuzzy rule (1) using for 
example the Cauchy membership functions (2). Its 
scatter, S is assumed equal to 0.
0:)();(:;1:;1: *11
*1     zSkxxRk     (14) 
where *1z is the first cluster center; *1x is focal point of 
the first rule being a projection of *1z on the axis x.
At this stage we also initialize the parameters of the 
RLS algorithm, which is used for on-line estimation of 
the consequent parameters of the simp_eTS model: 
IC :   )1(;0)1()1( ST        (15) 
Start a loop, which continues until there are data (for 
kt1. Read the next input data sample (x(k+1)) at stage 2.
Estimate the output at the next time step (stage 3) by: 
)()1()1(
^^
kkky T T\        (16) 
At the next time step (k:=k+1) we can read the true 
value of the output of the new data point, y(k),stage 4. 
At stage 5 the scatter of the new data points (z(k)) is 
calculated recursively. Note that the summation is over 
(k-1). That means all data samples up to the previous 
one: 























where ))(( kzSGk denotes the global scatter at a data 
sample z(k) calculated at time instant k=2,3,….
The expression for the local scatter is similar. Further 
we will consider the global scatter only without loss of 
generality. Instead of using (17) we introduce its 
recursive version. To arrive at this expression we make 
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It should also be noted that the division is by integer 
numbers (k, n, and m are integers), while the respective 
recursive formula in the original eTS algorithm involves 
division by a real number. Parameters )(kjE  and 









2 )1()1()( JJ ; )1()1()(  kzkk jjj EE  (20) 
After the new data are available in on-line mode, they 
influence the scatter at the centers of the clusters ( *iz ,
i=1,2,...,R), which are respective to the focal points of 
the existing rules ( *ix , i=1,2,...,R). The reason is that by 
definition the global scatter depends on the distance to 
all data points, including the new ones. 
At stage 6 the scatter at the focal points of the existing 
clusters are updated recursively:
In order to find the recursive expression for the update 
of the scatter at the focal point, zi* we can compare the 
expressions for the scatter at the focal point calculated at 
two consecutive steps (k-1) and k. The scatter calculated 
at time steps k and k-1 at this centre will depend on the 
averaged accumulated sum of distances between this 
centre/focal point and all previous points (from 1 to k-1
and k-2 respectively) according to the definition of the 











































zS      (22) 















 ¦¦ (21a) 
From (22) we have: 























































































where )( *ik zS is the scatter at the i
th center *iz , which is 
a prototype of the ith rule at time k.
 It should be noted that in this recursive update of the 
scatter at focal points there is practically no division 
except (k-2)/(k-1) factor, which leads to computational 
simplifications comparing with the original eTS 
algorithm. 
At stage 7 the scatter of the new data sample is 
compared to the updated scatter of the centers of the 
existing clusters. The decision whether to modify or up-
grade the rule-base is taken based on the following rule:  
IF the scatter at the new data sample, z(k) is lower than 
the scatter at all of the existing rule centers or higher 














k zSkzSORzSkzS   
!  (24) 
AND z(k)  is close to an existing rule center given by: 









G  denotes the distance from 
the new data point to the closest of the existing rule 
centers (let us suppose that it has index l).  
THEN the new data point, z(k) replaces this center: 
)(:* kxxl  ; ))((:)( * kzSzS k
l
k       
ASIl(k):=ASIl(k)+k ;Nl(k) =Nl(k)+1    (26) 
ELSEIF only (22) is satisfied but not (23)
THEN the new data sample is added to the rule-base as 
a new center and a new rule is formed with a focal 
point based on the projection of this center on the axis x:
R :=R+1; )(* kxxR  ; ))(()( * kzSzS k
R
k       
ASI R(k):=k; N R(k):=1         (27) 
ELSEIF ((23) is NOT satisfied)  
THEN the data sample is assigned to the nearest existing 










It should be noted that we calculate the distance, 
minG over the input data only by differ from [2] where it 
has been calculated as an overall measure over both the 
antecedents and consequents. As a result we disallow 
rules which have similar antecedents to co-exist. Such 
rules could have entered the rule base according to the 
definition of 
minG used in [2] if their consequents are 
different. Such rules, however, lead to contradiction in 









G  In such a 
way, we have the same effect as if we remove at a later 
stage a rule based on its linguistic similarity to a 
previously accepted rule as it is done in [14].  
 Instead of ‘linguistic-based’ simplification of the rule-
base we perform ‘population-based’ one. Because the 
rule base evolve incrementally, at the moment of 
appearance of a rule it is judged by the existing at that 
moment of time data samples, but not the future ones. 
The data pattern can change and therefore, rules ones 
accepted in the rule-base can go out of favor or be less 
and less relevant in the future. We monitor the 
population of each cluster and if it amounts to less than 
1% of the total data samples at that moment the 
cluster/rule is ignored from the rule base by setting its 
firing level to 0:
IF (N(l)/N <0.01) THEN ( iO :=0)      (29) 
This population-based rule-base reduction means that 
the rules will be representative. 
In simpl_eTS the rule-base gradually evolves [2]. 
Therefore the normalized firing strengths of the rules (Oi)
change, which affects all the data (including the data 
collected before time of the change). Therefore, the 
straightforward application of the RLS is not correct [5]. 
A resetting of the covariance matrices and parameters 
initialization of the RLS is made at each time a new 
(R+1)th rule is added to the rule base estimating them as 
a weighted average of the respective covariance and 
parameters of the remaining R rules [2].  













G lllykJ T\      (30)
A local optimization which leads to a more interpretable 
locally sub-models is also possible as in [2] for the 
original eTS. For the sake of simplicity, however, we 
consider the global optimality here without loss of 
generality. It leads to better overall performance of the 
models, though the local interpretability can suffer [2]. It 
can be minimized by the following RLS procedure 
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TRTT SSST ; IC : )1(  k=2,3,…
When a new rule is added to the rule-base, the RLS is 
reset as shown in [5]. 
The recursive procedure for on-line learning of the 
simpl_e TS models can be represented by the following 
pseudo-code: 
Begin simpl_e TS 
 /*stage 1*/ 
 Initialize the rule-base: 
 Read z(1);
 Set S(1)=0; z1*:=z(1);
R:=1; K:=1; 
DO for kt1
Read x(k+1);  /*stage 2*/ 
/*stage 3*/ 
  Estimate the output: )1(
^
ky by(16);
k:=k+1; /*stage 4*/  
Read y(k);
/*stage 5*/  
Calculate Sk recursively by (19)-(20)
/*stage 6*/  
Update S(zi*)at each centre by (23a); 
Compare S(k) with Sk(z
i
*);/*stage 7*/ 
IF (24) AND (25) holds THEN
   /*replace a rule/cluster (26)*/ 












ELSEIF (24) holds THEN










/*assign the data sample to the nearest cluster */ 
END DO 
IF (29) THEN Reduce the rule base; 
/*stage 8*/ 
Estimate the parameters of local sub-
models by RLS (31)-(32); 
End (simpl_eTS) 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed approach has been tested on a benchmark 
problem - Box-Jenkins gas furnace data. 
The Box-Jenkins data set is one of the well established 
benchmark problems. It consists of 290 pairs of 
input/output data taken from a laboratory furnace [6]. 
Each data sample consists of the methane flow rate, the 
process input variable, u(k), and the CO2 concentration 
in off gas, the process output, y(k). From different 
studies the best model structure for this system is: 
 )4(),1()(  kukyfky       (35)
The experiments include: i) applying eTS models to all
(290) data samples; note, that the eTS model evolves all 
the time; ii) applying simpl_eTS1 (using scatter instead 
of potential) to 200 data samples, then fix the model and 
validate it with the remaining 90 samples; iii) do the 
same but using Cauchy function instead of Gaussian one 
(simpl_eTS2); iv) do the same plus population-based 
reduction of the rule-base. 
To evaluate the performance of the models we use the 
RMSE and the NDEI (Non-Dimensional Error Index), 
and the variance accounted for (VAF). NDEI is the ratio 
of the root mean square error over the standard deviation 
of the target data: 
 )(tystd
RMSE
NDEI  . The VAF represent 
the ratio between the variance of the real data and the 








§  yyyVAF r var/var1%100
^
. is 
100% when the signals 
^
y and y are identical.
The values of the performance measures were calculated 
separately for the training and testing data. The value of the 
cluster radii was r=0.4, and initialization parameter for 
the RLS algorithm 750 : . These are the only 
parameters of the algorithm that need to be pre-specified. 
The results are shown in Figs. 1-4 and Table 1. 
Table 1 Results for Box-Jenkins Fata Set 





eTS 0.4 5 0.04904 0.30571 92.134 
simpl_eTS1 0.4 3 0.04850 0.30232 92.225 
simpl_eTS2 0.4 3 0.04849 0.30041 92.315 
simple_TS3 0.4 3 0.04849 0.30041 92.315 
Fig.1 Box-Jenkins data (dots); simpl_eTS model (solid line); 
data samples that originate new rule (circles); data samples that 
replace existing centers (triangles); final position of the focal 
point (asterisk) 
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The results illustrate that practically the same or slightly 
higher performance can be achieved with smaller 
number of rules (3 instead of 5). This is directly linked 
to the interpretability and simplicity. In addition, the 
simpl_eTS is computationally simpler and more 
convenient for practical realization on dedicated 
hardware. 
Fig.2 Scatter evolution in the simpl_eTS 
Fig.3 Evolution of the population of rules/clusters
Fig.4 Evolution of the age of rules/clusters 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We demonstrated the advantages of the eTS algorithm as 
a tool for on-line learning of TS fuzzy model can be 
preserved while the actual learning algorithm can be 
significantly simplified.  The new concepts introduced in 
this paper – Cauchy type membership function instead of 
Gaussian, scatter as a measure of density and ability for 
summarization instead of potential, rule age as a 
representation of the stationarity of the rules, etc., didn’t 
negatively affect the performance of the algorithm but 
contributed substantially towards its simplification.   
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